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Experimental context:
non-relativistic SCATTERING:  incoherent, inelasic

Here:  specifically neutrons  INS (also called IINS)

Outline:  Short introductory remarks

What is measured:   Experimental setup of INS  (Time-Of-Flight)

Weak values and INS experiment

New quantities being measurable

Further remarks, „educated guesses“, speculations … technological context

Theoretical context:

Weak Values (WV), Weak Measurement,  Post-Selection,

Two-State Vector Formalism (TSVF)

Motivation:
This theoretical frame enable us to extract more physical (measurable !)  information about

the system than just the Born Rule and the Reduction Postulate of standard QM



For stimulation:   What we see here?



 Elitzur-Vaidman effect: „Bomb paradox“ (~1993)

(Interaction Free Measurement, IFM) 

D1

D2

D2
!!!  Postselection of D2 =  Photon is

measured in the position of D2:

D2 „klick“  Bomb „measured“ with certainty

but with no energy/momentum

exchange!

What are the „costs“ of this information?

„physical meaning“ of wavefunction?

Figs. from Wikipedia.de



„backward in time“

„forward in time“

Illustration of

TSVF





Bragg‘s Law

2dsinθ = nλ (n=1,2,…).

From: The Feynman Lectures on Physics, Volume III

coherent

incoherent

total  

…..You may argue, “I don’t care which 

atom is up.” Perhaps you don’t, but nature 

knows; ….

Coherent vs. Incoherent Scattering



Compton-like (i.e. incoherent) scattering - impulsive limit

E.g.  H2  molecules in C-nanostructures

scattering system: 

a part of the H2

molecule !

e
-
, n, hν

detector

recoil  mass ~1.00 „environment“

(ancilla)
rest atoms,   C-nanotube,

molecule-surface interactions,

phonons,  excitons,  etc.  etc

C-surface



First-order pert. Theory, 

δ-function: E-conservation

Basic formula of neutron scattering theory (van Hove, 1954)
Textbook: G L Squires,   Introduction to the Theory of Thermal Neutron 

Scattering (Mineola, Dover 1996)

All dynamical quantities refer to the scattering system.

The quantum degrees-of-freedom  of neutron „disappeared“ here, 

i.e here the neutron „is“ classical. 

Conventional theory
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Claim: post-selection and weak values yield novel effects …

……

“An essential point to emphasize is that this 

whole discussion is not just restricted to

interpretations. Quite the opposite. Allowing us 

to have a better intuition is essential for finding

new and interesting quantum effects and may 

lead to new experiments and potential practical

applications.” (p. 2)

……

Here:  postselection, WV,  and „anomalous“ momentum transfer



Consider the photons (particles) measured

with (postselected by) detector D2 : 

M:  „small“ mirror (quantum object)

What direction has the momentum

exchanged with the mirror M? 

M
replace:

M  atom

?



(… postselection …)

(with c=1)

momentum centred at +δmomentum centred at ± 0

!!!
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Astonishingly, although the photons

Negative for r > t !!!

This is a novel effect 

predicted  by WM and WV 

!



von Neumann 

(strong, impulsive) 

measurement 

(1932) meas. device (n) |  system

the device-momentum  is shifted by a measured Â-eigenvalue ai :

ai where

Aharonov et al. (1988):   „Weak Measurement“:

Device (apparatus) measures:

where 

is the „weak value“ of A defined for the selected initial and final states and

original publication

WM, Short Remarks – „two-body collision“



weak value of atomic operator

interaction (von Neumann-type) Hamiltonian a Special Case: 

The atomic final state is centered at the transferred

momentum:  

applying the above formulas yields:

I.e., the apparatus measures only half of the 

conventionally expected momentum transfer !

C A C-Dreismann (Quanta 2016; 5: 61–84) 

Represents  a WV-correction to the conventional

momentum-transfer operator  

Represents  a WV-correction 

to the conventional

momentum transfer



TOF (time of 

flight): 

CALIBRATION parameters: L0 , L1,  scatt. angle q, t0, v0

Schematic: 

Time-of-flight (TOF)

spectrometer

n-Pulse

Time-of-Flight (TOF) 

spectrometer

Sample-Detectors:  3.0 – 3.4m

Detectors (pixels) ~110.000

EXPERIMENT: Inelastic incoherence Neutron Scattering  (INS)



TOF (time of flight): 

 energy transfer E0-E1= E =

 momentum transfer

V0 is FIXED (in case under consideration)

E0 = mv0
2/2 =(ħk0)

2/2m : Kinetic energy

mv0=ħk0 : Momentum  

TOF measured, then one calculates:

importtant: 

each measured TOF-point  only one E- and only one q-value !

Detector  „sees“ (selects)  one trajectory (line) in the two-dim. q-E plane  

TOF-Measurement:

Start
L0

L1

θ

Elastic Scattering, crystallography: energy transfer =0  and   |k0| = |k1|



Incoherent Inelastic NEUTRON Scattering (INS)

Example:

Measured effective mass

m = 4.00 amu,

as conventionally expected



pores: ~ 5-30 Å



Neutron collides with a „particle“ (H2)

which recoils (= translation)

as having mass

Mtrans=0.64 amu !!!

This effect has NO conventional

interpretation

Neutron-H2 collision 

excites molecular rotation,

and scattering particle has

mass  M  1 amu,

as conventionally expected

Copyright: CARBON

Remark:

H2, n, C-surface are quantum objects



For more details, see: 

At any fixed Etrans-transfer:

this measurement determines width of final-state

wavefunction. 

width of Ξ(P)f is „somewhat smaller“

than that of Ξ(P)i

In conv. theory: Final state is a plane wave

i.e. it has Δpf = 0 !



WATER molecule,  INS off protons

……………………
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H2O-ice in Al-cell, 20K,  E0=750 meV, MARI-spectrometer
Example:

increased effective mass: conventional effect --- no surprise



Scattering from single H –

stretching vibrational mode

Water molecules in nanotubes

SEQUOIA | BL-17



A speculative consideration:  

Do the two detectors ATLAS and CMS „make“ different post-selections?

What is precisely, directly measured?

What (and how) is it„deduced“?



Concluding remarks:
The theoretical formalisms of 

weak values, weak measurement and two-state-vector formalism (Aharonov et al.)

not only shed new light on interpretational issues concerning fundamental quantum theory but 

they also offer a new guide for our intuition to predict, plan, and also to carry out new experiments 

and reveal novel quantum effects. 

Thank you !

Summary of main new results:
1. New effect of INS 

2. Neutron must be treated as a quantum object (contrary to textbook wisdom)

3. Experimental determination of (minimal) number of qubits „affected“

in scatt. experiments (neutron, electron X-rays, …)

4. Experimental determination of width of final-state wavefunction of

a scattering particle (atom, molecule, nucleus, …)

5. Indicated applicability to „broader“ scientific & technological fields

(e.g., H-mobility in fuel cells, H storage materials, ionic mobility in batteries…)
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